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Abstract 

\\'e give a natural geomctric condition callcd geodesic com71atib-ility 
that implies the existence of integrals in involution of thc geodesic 
flow of a (pseudo)Riernannian metric. \Ve provc that if two metrics 
satisf.v the condition of geodesic compatibility then wc can produce a 
hicrarchy of metrics tha.t also satisfy this condition. A 1ot of metrics 
studed in Riemannian and Kühlerian geometry satisfy such condi
tions. We apply our results for obtaining an infinile family (hierar
chy) of completely integrable flows on the complex projective plane 
CP". 
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1 Introduction 

The mai n purpose of the present paper is to prove that if a pair of (pseudo) 
Riemannian metrics g and g satisfies a natural geometric condi tion called 
geodesic compatibility (or PQ'-projectivity) then the geodesic flows of the 
metrics g and g admit integrals in involution of a special form. The integrals 
we find usually have singulari ties that can be localized out of every arbi trary 
taken open set D wit.h compact closure (Theorem ! ). Jf the manifold is 
compact then the int.egrals can be taken smooth. We prove a Káhlerian 
analog of the results proved in [ll j. 

In what follows we call (pseudo)Riemannian metrics simply m etrics. 
Posit ively definite metrics are called Riemannian metrics. All tensor object 
and manifolds we considerare smooth {C00 ). lf E---+ fl;f is a vector bundle 
over a manifold M then r(E) denotes the space of the smooth sect.ions of 
E~ M. 

Let us consider some examples of metrics that satisfy the condi tion of 
the geodesic compatibility. 

{a) Geodesic equivalence 

A classical example of geodesic compatibility is the so-called geodesic 
equivalence. Recall the main definitions. 

Let g and g be {pseudo)Riemannian metrics given on the manifold M" 1 

n=dimM". 

D efinition l. The metrics g and g are called geodesically equivalent iff 
they have the same geodesics (considered as unparometrized curves on M'1) . 

We say that. the metric g admits non-trivial geodesic equivalence iff there 
exists a metric g =I const g such that g and g are geodesically equivalent. 
The first theorems concerning the existence oí integrals of the geodesic ftows 
of the metrics admitting non-trivial geodesic equivalence were prove<l by U. 
Dini, P. Painlevé, T. Levi-Civita and R. Liouville (see [l j). T he Liouville 
integrabi iit,y of the corresponding geodesic Hows in the case when one of the 
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mctrics g and g is Riemannian is proved in [4] (see also [3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 6, 10]). 
Thc (pseudo)Riemannlan analogs of these theorems are proved in [11]. 

{b) h-projectivity 

Another example o[ geodesic compatibility appears about a century later 
in the papees of Otsuki and Tashiro ([15, 16]). 

Let M'• be a 2n-dimensional real manifold endowed with a complex 
slructure J, J' = - 1, where 1 denotes the identity operator of the tangent 
bwidle TM2". Recall that, a metric g on M 2" is called Kiihlerian iff the 
next two conditions are satisfied: 1) g is hermitian metric, i.e., g(J{. Jri) = 

g({,q), {,'f/ E T,M2", and 2) the Kiihler form n({,'f/) ~ g(J{ ,TJ) is a 
symplectic form (i.e., n is non-degenerate and closed, dn = O). 

D note by 'iJ the Levi-Civita connection corresponding to the KKhlerian 
metric g. Following [15] we give: 

Oefinition 2. A smooth curve (t1, t2) 'Ol t-+ 1 (t) E M 2", t 1 < t2, is called 
holomorphically planar (with respect to the Kiihlerian metric g) iff 

'V . d; (t) = a(t)t(t) + b(t)P¡(t), {l) 

where a and b are smooth functions of the parameter t. 

Holomorphically planar curves always exist. For example, the geodesic lines 
oí the metric g are holomorphically planar curves. More generally, fixing 
any smooth functions a, b E C00(t¡, t,) , a point Xo E M'" and a tangent 
vt'Clor ")'o E Tzo M2n, we can find a small fo > O and a unique solution 
1: (-<o,<o) - M'" of equat.ion (1) with initial data 1(0) = x 0 , "r(O) = 'YO· 

Let g and g be Kiihlerian metrics on M 2n . 

Definition 3 (see [16]). The Kiihlerian m etrics g and g are called holo
morphically project.ive (or h-projective) iff every holomorphically planar 
~itli respect to tJte metric g curve 'Y( t) is holomorphically planar with respect 
to the metric g as well1 and vice versa. 

11 is not hard to prove (see for example [16, 17]) t.ha t. t.he condit.ion t.hat. 
the Kihlerian metrics g and g are h-projective is equivalent to a non-linear 
parliaJ different.ial eqnation on the "deformation" tensor of t.he Levi-Civita 
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connections of the metrics g and ¡¡. In coordinates ( (x 1 , ... , x2")}, the equa-
tion is 

r;k - r;k = 8';<1» + ~4>; - 4>o J)' P. - 4>o Jt:Jj , (2) 

where 4>1 (1= 1, ... ,2n) are the components of a globally defined on M'" l
form1 r~k and f'~k are the Christoffel symbols of the metrics g and g respec
tively1 6) is the Kronecker delta and Jj are the components of the complex 
structure J. As usual, we use the standard tensor conventions and ornit the 
summation symbols in the formulas. It can be easily seen that </>, = a,<1>, 
where ak stands far the partial derivative ~ and </> is a globally defined on 
M'" function (see Sect.2.1). Remark that equation (2) cannot be obtained 
without using the condition that the metrics g and g are Kahlerian. 

(e) PQ'-projectivity 

Here we give the definition of the geodesic compatibility that generalize 
the both previous notions. 

Consider two metrics g and g given on the manifold Mm 1 m = <lim Aifm. 
Let P, Q E r(End(T M"')) satisfy the next properties: 

(i) P and Q are ant isymmetric with respect to the both metrics g and !J; 

{ii ) PQ = <l , where < is a fixed real constant such that < # m + 1 ancl 
<# l. 

Denote by X the number x ~ m + 1 - <. lt fo llows from {ii) that X# O. 

D efinition 4. The metiics g and g are called PQ'-projective (or geodesi
cally compatible} iff their Chiistoffel symbols satis/y the equation 

(3) 

where 4>• are the components of a globally defined on Mm 1-form and the 
operators P and Q satis/y relations (i) and (ii). 

As usual 1 eq11ation (3) is written in a fixed coordinate chart { (x 1
1 ... 1 xm)} 

and P; and Q~ are the components oí the operat.ors P and Q. The brackets 
(i ... j) in formu la {3) denote symmetrization wit.h rcspect to the pointed 
indires. For example1 the tensor field Ta(•J)/1 stands for T oi;/J + Toji/J· lt is 
not hard to give an invariant. defin ition of PQ(-projectivity. 
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Remark l. Jf' ,¡, O then the operators P and Q are non-degenerate on 
Mm, Q = ,p - 1 and the dimension m of the manifold is even. 

Remark 2. Suppose that g and ¡¡ are Kiihlerian metrics giVen on the com
plex manifold M'" with complex structure J . Taking P = Q = J and' = - 1 
we see that h-prajectivity is a particular case of PQ'-projectivity. Taking 
P = Q = O and' = O we obtain the notion of the geodesic equivalence. 

Lct 1is give a brief description of the results proved in the paper. Suppose 
lhat lhe metrics g and !i given on the manifold Mm are PQ'-projective. 
i)(>finc the endomorphism A E r(End(T Mm)) of the tangent bundle T Mm 
by t he formula 

A'.( -) ~ l det ¡¡I~ -io 
1 g,g detg 9 90i· (4) 

Co1isider the locally defined one-parameter family of quadratic forms 

J<o(g,g)(E) ~ 1 det(A + cl )l' /(i- .¡g((A + cl) - 1 ~,{), (5) 

whcre ~ E T M 111 and e is an appropriately chosen real pafameter. 
Following lllJ define the rank of the pair g and g. Denote by r(g,g)(x) 

lhe degree of the minimal polynomial of the operator A(g, 9)1,. 

Oefinition 5. The number r(g, g)(x) is called rank of t he pair g and g 

of PQ'-projective metrics at the point x E Mm. The number r(g,g) ~ 
.'r.~ r(g,g)(x) is called rank of the pair of PQ' -projective met rics. 

Rerall lhat t.he smoot.h funct.ions F1, .• ., Fk given on a srnooth manifold V 
are called fvnctionally independent in V iff the set of the points x E V 
where the differentials dxF1, ... 1 dxFk are linearly independent is dense in V. 

Theorem l. Suppose that the manifold Mm is connected and let the rank of 
the pair of PQ' -prajective metrics g and ¡¡ be r. Denote by w9 the symplectic 
.slructure on TA1m given by the pull-back FL~w where w is the canonical 
¡pnplex:tic structure on T" Mm (the foim "dp A dq ") and F L9 : T M m -> 

T' .11~ denotes tJie Legendre transformation corresponding to the me trie g. 
Then for every open set D C Mm with compact closure in Mm there exist 
r quadratic in velocities functions Bf({), .. , B;'({). {E TD, such that: 
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{a) Bf({), ... , B;'({) are smooth functionally independent pairwise com
muting integrals o/ the geodesic flo w o/ the metric g on D; 

{b) if the integral I<, (g ,g)({), e = const, is correctly defined on sorne 
open set U e D then there exist constants <>1 , ... ,a, such that I<,(E) = 

L~= t a.Bf({) on D. 

The integrals Bf({), ... ,Bf(O can be taken in the form Bf(O ~ I<,,(E), 
where the constants c11 ... , Cr are appropriately chosen. 

Remark 3 . Actually, the constants C¡ , ... 1 Cr in Theorem 1 are taken "suf-

ficiently big", i.e. lc•I > mv, mv ~ sup max 1-'I· 
xED .\ESpect{Al.r ) 

As a simple corollary of this theorem we obtain the next statement. 

Corolla ry l. The set o/ the points x E Mm where r(g,g)(x) = r is open 
and dense in Mm. 

We preve Theorem 1 in Sect.4. 
A hermitian version of Theorem 1 is given in Sect.5 (see Theorem 4). 

An important corollary is the next Kiihlerian analog of the proved in [ 11 [ 
Theorem 2 . Suppose that the Kahlerian metrics s and S are h-projective. 
Denote by r the hermitian rank of the pair s and s (see Defini t ion 9). 

Theorem 2 . !/ two [{ iihlerian metrics s and s are h-projective then their 
geodesic fiows admit r functionally independent integrals in involution.-

The paper is organized as follows. 
In Scct.2 we prove that the qnadratic forms given by formula (5) are 

int.egrals of the geodesic fl ow of the metric g (Proposition 3, Sect;.2.3). ln 
Sect.2.4 we prove Proposition 4. As in [11] the ex.istence of hierarchies is a 
cnicial point proving the commutativity of the integrals given by formula 
(5). We prove the commutat ivity of these integrals in Sect.3, T heorem 3. 
Sect.4 is devoted to t he proof of T heorem 1. The hermi tian analog of this 
theorem is proved in Sect.5. The last section is devoted to the applications 
of the result.s. A simple geometrical construction allows us to find an infinite 
family ( 11 CP 11 -hierarchy") of completely integrable Hamil tonian systems on 
the complex projective plane CP" (see Theorem 6). Our integrals do11 1t 
coincide wiUt the in t.egrals obtained by Thimm in [12). 
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In what follows, if a coordinate chart is fixed, we usually identify the 
tensor 6 lds we consider with their coordinate ( "index,,) representations 
and denote the corresponding objects by the sarne letters. We use also the 
conunon tensor notations and conventions and omit the summation symbols 
in the formulas. An endomorphism LE f {End{TM")) is called invertible 
or non-degenerate on M" iff det L ,¡, O on M". 

Aclmowledgments. The author is partially supported by MESC Grant No. 
M 1-810/98. 

2 Properties of PQ-projectivity 

Tbe present section establishes the main properties of the PQ'-projective 
metric:s. 

2.1 Existence of an integral 

Suppose that t.he rnetrics g and g are PQ(-projective. Here we prove that 
the geodcsic flow of the metric g admits an integral (Proposition 1 ). 

Contracting the indices i and j in form1tla {3) and using that. trace Q = O 

' " get r:, - r¡, = x</!, where X ~ m + 1- '- Using that r¡, = a, ln y'fdei:9[ 
•'e obtain 

2x</!• = a~• (1n 1::~! 1) . {6) 

Therefore, ,¡,, = a,q,, where ¡/¡ is a smooth function on Mm. 
The next technical lemma is needed for t.he seque!. 

Lemma l. The metrics g and g are PQ'-projective if and only if their 
crnnponents satis/y the next equation in covariant derivatives 

(7) 

iool o:here 'íl denotes the Levi-Civita connection of the metric g and the operators 
P ond Q sat.tsfy conditions (i) and (ii) . 
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Proof of Lemma J. Suppose that the metrics g and 9 are PQ'-projective. 
In coord.inates , we obtain 

'V k9i; akgij - r~k.90; - r;kg". 
V,9;; + (i/>c;6~) - 4>1J1,Q~¡)§o, + (4>u6~) - 4>1 pUQ~))9;o 

2if>,[j;; + i/>(i§j)k - if>1J1;Y>)oQ~ - i/>1PkQ'(,9,¡o 

24>•9•; + if>c•Y;)k - i/>1P/,9, ,º Q~. 
The inverse s tatcment immediately follows from the classical fact that the 
Lcvi-Civi ta connect ion of sorne metric is the tuUque torsion free connection 
that preserves the considered metric. Lemma 1 is preved. 

Equations {7) are equivalent to 

(8) 

l 

h dof 1~1x dof &¡• (k 1 2 ) d ñQ 1 f w ereµ = dctg , µk = 8:if · = , ... , n 1 an ª1.·J are t 1c component s o 

the 2-form {!Q(~, ry) <Jgf g(Q~, ry), ~ . ry E T,Mm. The equivalence of eq11ations 
(7) and (8) easily follows from the relation 2q,, = -i;:-. 
Prop osition l. Sup¡Jose that the metrics g and !j are PQ'-projective. Then 
the quadratic form 

K(O <Jgf ldetgl~ -((O 
· detg 9 ' 

(9) 

is an integral of the geodesic fiow of the metric g. 

Proof of Proposition l . In coordinates, we have / (¡1 ~r ¡t2g¡1 . Following 
Levi-Civ ita, a quadrat.ic form Q({,€) = Q 1Jf(/, Q;; = Q, 11 is an integral 

of t.he geodesic flow of the metric g if and only if Q(•Jk ) <Jgf (Q,;.• + Qik.• + 
Qk, ,J )/ 3 = O, where Q;i,k ~f 'VkQiJ and 'V is the Levi-Civita connection of 
the metric g. lndeed, let 'Y(s) ('Y(O) = x0 , 'i'(O) = {) be a geodesic line of the 
metric g. We have O= f.l,~o(Q,,'i'''i'') = Q,,,.(xo){'{'{' = Q¡.;•)(xo){•{'{' 
and therefore Q;;.k + Q;<,; + Q.,J =O. Conversely, if Q,,,k + Q,.,, + Q,.,, = O 
then Q is an integral of the geodesic flow of the metric g. 

We havc 

21(;;,k 

2/(¡k,i 
2/(.,J 

4µµ.g, } + 2µ 2§., ... 

ll¡J.µ,g)k + 2µ29Jt ... 

4µµJ[J1:1 + 2µ29k1,r 
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'~ 
Summing these equations and using (8) we obtain that 

This completes the proof of Proposition l. 

IQ Remark 4. In the case of geodesically equivalent metrics the integral given 
by fonnula {9} coincides with the classical Painlevé integral (see (1, 11}}. 
The m.stence of the integral (9} in the case of h -projective K ahlerian metrics 
l.! a new fact. 

'' 2.2 Existence of a family of PQ-projective metrics 

uppose that the met,rics g and !i are PQ'-projective. Consider the endo
morph1;m A of the tangent bundle TM"' defined by formula (4). Jt is clear 
that A is self-adjoint with respect to the both metrics g "and ¡¡. Condition 
(i) imposed on the operators P and Q (see Sect. !) yields that A com
mules ";u' P and Q. The next important technical lemma is needed for 
the sequcl. 

Lcmma 2. /f lite metrics g and !i are PQ'-projective then the metric a;; ~ 
91aA~ saiufies the equation 

(!O) 

whore ~. d¿f -t/>1Al, The operators P and Q are antisymmetric with respect 
lo lhe metnc a. lnversely, consider a metric g and two antisymmetric with 
" pect to g opemtors P and Q such that PQ = '1. Suppose that P and 
Q are anhsymmetric with respect to a non-degenerate symmetric form ª ii 

and /et a,1 sahsfies equation (10} for some ,globally defined on M'n 1-form 

"•· Then the metrics g and 9 ~r 1 ~1 r=; [¡ , are PQ<-projective, where 

9,, ~ gt0aºflgp,, a.¡0 a0 i = ó( 
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Proof o/ Lemma 2. Suppose tbat g and !J are PQ'-projective. Denote 
!J;; ~ exp(-24')9;;. Using formula (7) we obtain 

!J;;,k -24'k!J;; + exp(-24')!J;;,• 

= 4'(i!Jn• - 4'1Pf;!Jn.Qf. 

For the inverse tensor ¡/i (910.§ªi = ó{) we have 

t/1 -t/º9o./3,kflj 
-4'1!J'(;ó¡l + q,,P;g*Q{l 

Finally, taking acrf3 ~f 9ad/i 9;p obtain 

ª•P,k -4'1!J¡;9;(o9P)k + q,,P;A(0 9p);QI. 

>-co9p)k - >-1Pf.9p)qQk, 

where An ci¿,r -</>1A~. 
Let. us prove the inverse part of the proposition. Suppose that the non

degenerate symmetric tensor a1; satisfies equation (10) where P and Q are 
antisymmetric with respect to g and a 1 PQ = d , and ).k are the components 

of a globally defined on Mm 1-form. Consider the tensor [/i ~f giªao:fJ9fJi. 
Far the inverse tensor [Jpq (fJpafJº9 = bZ) we have 

[Jpq,k - {Jpif/f fJ;q 

- Ao.gcn[J1(pf;q)k + >.,P~gcri[J¡(p[Jq);Q{ 

Denoting </Jp '~ - Ao:gº?Jip we obtain 

[Jpq,k = 4'(p!;q)k - 4'1P~!;q);Q{ 

Lemma3. 2f/Jk=8klnJ~I.¿.· 

(11) 

Proa/ o/ Lemma 8. Denote by rj. the Christoffel syrnbols of the metric {¡. 
Using formula (11) we obtain 
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1 -Q/3 - ~ 1 
29 (9.p,• + 9,,.rPi•l 

1 •• p(("' • "' P' . Q;) . r' ) 29 '1'(•9P)k - 'l'I (o9P)i k + 91(• P)k 

( l - e)rf>• + r~ •. 

Therefore, (l - f)</Ji.: = f'~k - r~k = 8k ln l~I!· Lemma 3 is proved. 

381 

Finally, t.aking !i;; '!t exp(2rf>)!J;; we obtain t.hat 9;;,k = 2rf>k!J;; + r/>r;!J;J• -
~1 f'/,g,¡0Q~. Using Lemma 1 we complete t.he proof of Lemma 2. 

Proposition 2. Suppose that the metrics 9 and !J are P Q'-projective and 
/et e be a real constant such that the operator A + el is invertible. Then the 
metncs g and 

fi, (g ,g) '!t I det(A + cIW1lr1-'l9(A + cl)- 1, {12) 

u•here A = A(9, g) is given by formula (4), are PQ'-projective. 

Proof o/ Proposition 2. Suppose that tite metrics 9 and g ¡¡re PQ' -projective 
and let e be tite constant given in the statement of the corollary. It follows 

from Lemrna 2 thai tite metric a '!t gA satisfies equation (!O). Hence, the 
mctric a+ cg = g(A +e) also satisfies equation (10) . Using ~e inverse 

part of Lemma 2 we obtain that the metrics g and· §e ~r 1~ 1 1-· tlc. 9c ~r 
g(a + cg)-1g = g(A + cl J- 1• T his completes the proof of Proposit ion 2. 

2.3 Existence of a family of integrals 

lforc we prove t.hat t.he geodesic flows of a pair of PQ(-projective metric 
lornlly adrnit. a family of int.egrals. 

Proposition 3. Suppose that the metrics 9 and g are PQ'·projective and 
ltt e be a real constant such that the operator A+ el is non-degenerate on 
Mm. Then the quadratic form 

F«(g, g) •)g 1 det.(A + cI)l 1" 1-•l9(A + cl J- 1, (13) 

u an mtegruJ o/ tlie 9codesic flow o/ the me trie 9 . 
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Remark 5. Let D e Mm be an open set wi.th compact closurn in Nfm. 

Tak~ng lcl ?: m 0 , m 0 ~ sup max l>•I, we oblain a one-pammetei· family 
:i:e D AESpect Ala 

of integmls of the geodesic flow of the metric g. 

Proof of Proposition 3. Suppose that the metrics g and !i are PQ'-projective. 
lt fol!ows from Proposition 2 that g and ¡¡, (given by formula (12)) are 
PQ<-projective. Applying Proposition l to these metrics wc obtain that 
the quadratic fo rm 

' [( ~ 1 detg I' _ 
e det§c 9c 

= 1 det(A + cl )l 1/( l-•lg(A + cl )- 1 

is an integral of the geodesic flow of the metric g. Proposition 3 is provee!. 

2.4 Existence of hierar chies 

ln the present section wc prove the next proposition. 

Proposition 4. lf 1.he metrics g and !i are PQ'-projective then the metncs 
a d¿f gA anda ~e gA are P1Qí·projeclive, where P1 ~ PA , Q 1 ~ A- 1Q, 
and A= A(g,g) is given by formula (4 ). 

Proof of Proposition 4. It fo llows from Lemma 2 that a0 p,k = A(o9P)m -

A1P{0 gp)qQ%, wherc Ao ~ -t/>1A~. We have 

ªªªfJ 1 - 8xk + rk(oªPl' ->.¡o9P)k + >.,Pfo9P)qQ~, 

ªªºk j 8xP - r P(oak)I A¡o9k)P - >.1P{0 9k)qQ'p, 

8apk 1 
8xº - r o(pak)I ACf19k)o - >., P{p9k),Q:. 

Summing these equations 1 and using t.he relations A1 ~ -cP0 Ar , PA = 
AP, g(Q~,7)) = -9(~ , Q1¡) , we obtain the next formttla for the Christoffcl 
symbols A;k of thc metric a,1 

A~,o r~,o + >.,a'k 9ofJ + >., P{09fJ}qQ~ark 

= r!8 - ~,g'•9on + ~.pt A¡0 Q'p¡A! , ( 14) 
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where A: are the components of the inverse operator A- 1. 

By definition, ii;; ~ !i;•AJ = exp(2</J)9;;. Using thls relation we imme<li·a
tcly obtain the next relation oetween the Christoffel symbols of the metrics 

ª ~ ' . 
N; = r~; + </JuliJi - q,,9" 9,;. 

fi nally. (1 4) and (15) yield 

This completes the proof of PropositioN 4. 

(15) 

(16) 

uppose that a pair of PQ'-projective metrics g and g is given. lt 

follo""' from Proposition 4 that for every integer k the metrics gl•l ~ gA• 

and ¡¡C•I <)g' gA' are P.Q, -projective, where Pk <)g' PA• and Qk ~r A-•Q. 
lndeed, suppose that gl'i and gi'I are P1Q1-projective. lt follows from formula 
(!} that A(glll, g!'i) =A and A(gi'l,glll) = A- 1. Applying Proposit.ion 4 to 
lhc pair g(l) and g(ll we obtain that g(l+l) and g(l+I) a:re P1+1Q1+i-projective. 
Similnrly, applying Proposit.ion 4 to the pair ¡¡11) and gl1l we obt&in that gll-11 
and ¡¡11- 11 are P1_1Q1_1-project.ive. 

Oe6nit ion 6. The sequence of pairs gl•i and 91•1 (k =O, ±1, .. . ) are called 
PQ'-hierarchy corresponding to the pair g and ¡¡ of PQ'-projective metrics. 

The PQ'-ltierarchy is an analog of the geodesic hiemrchy considered in [Il]. 
Proposition 4 is an analog of the Sinyukov transformation in the tfil.eory of 
gc<Klesically equiva!eFlt metrics (see [19, 20]). We will describe the PQ'
hierarchy by the next formal scheme 

! ! 
gl-1) gl-II 

! ! 
g !i 
! ! 

g(ll ¡¡(ll 

! ! 

where the horizont.al arrows mean that t.he rnetrir.s g(k) and g(k) are PkQk

projoctive. 
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3 Involutivity of the family of t he integrals 

ln tbe present section we prove that the integrals given by Proposition 3 
are in involution. 

T heorem 3. Suppose that the metrics g and ¡¡ are PQ' -projective. Suppose 
in addition that the operators A + c11 and A + c21 are non-degenerate on 
Mm where c1 and C2 are some fixed real numbers. Then the qu.adratic fonns 
I<o,(g ,g) and K,,, (g ,g), given by forniula (5) , are in.involution with res

pect to the symplectic structure w9 ~f FL;w, where w denotes the canonical 
symplectic strncture on the cotangent bundle T " M"' and F L9 : TM"' ~ 
T " Al"' is the Legendre transformation corresponding to the me trie g. 

Proof of Theorern 3. Suppose that. the metrics g and !j are PQ'-projeet.iv . 

Proposit.ion 2 shows that the metrics g and ¡¡,, ~ 1det(A+c11)¡ - r/( I- <)g( A+ 
c11)- 1 are PQ'-project ive as wel l. Consider the corresponding PQt-h_ierard1y 

A simple calculat ion shows that A(g,g,,) =A+ c11, and A(g,., g) =(A + 
c11)- 1. Hence, gl;l ~ g,,A(g ,g,.)' = jdet (A + c11}r 1/(I - <)g(A + c1 l ). lt 

is clear that A(9!;',9!;)) = (A+ c11)- 1. Suppose that the non-zero real 
number (-<>) is notan eigenvalue of the operator (A + c11)- 1. lt follows 
from Proposition 3 that the quadratic form f(0 (g~~ ) 1 g~~ > ) is an integral of 

the geodesic fl ow of the metric gg>. Applyinf: the inverse to the Legendre 
transfo rmat.ion corresponding to the metric fjc~) 1 we obtain that the forms 

and 

(FL-;:, )"( K0 ) ~ 1 det((A + c1) - 1 + a)J'/( l- <l((A + c,) - 1 + a) - 1(¡¡g)) - 1 
§., 

c(a)i det.(A + (c1 + I/ a ))J 1i( l- •)(A + (c1 + l/aW 1g- 1, 
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aij con.sidcred as íun.;tions on the cotangent bundle r· Mm, are in involution 
with respect to the canonical symplectic structure w on T* Mm. Finally, 

11:1; npplying the Legendre t.ransformation corresponding to the metric g , we 
obtrun that the forms I<" (g,g) and f{"+i(g,!J) are in involution with res-
pt.'('t to w9 • Theorem 3 is proved. ª 

r. 

[.I· 

111 ,. 

4 Functional independence of the integrals 

llrrr ""' prove Theorem 1 formulated in the Introduction. 
Proof o/ Theorcm J. We follow the idea of the proof of Theorem 2 in 

1111. 
In what íollows we use the next convention. If V is a complex vector 

:;pare we a.ssume that ali linear maps and subspaces are complex linear, all 
tensor produrt.s are over C , and the word "dimension" means the complex 
dime1t'iion. 

Lc1 \ ' be a real (or cornplex) vector space of dimension m. Consider a 
non-degenerate symmct:ric bilinear form s E Symm(V* ® V*) and a linear 

lf-adjoint wit.h respect to s operator L E End(V). Denote by r(L) the 
d<grre o/ lhe minimal polynomial o/ the operator L. Let ó be a fixed real 
number. Consider the curves 

-y: t _, 1 det(L - tl)l's(L - nr 1 E Symm(V' 0 V') 

and 
'Y<: t _, 1 det(L - t1)16s((L- nr1c .) E V', 

where ( E V is a fixed vector in V, 1 is the identity operator, and the 
paramet.er t is defined in an open set U in R ( or C), U n Spect( L) = 0. 
Remark that we admit three possibilities: V is real and t is real, V is 
romplex and t is complex or real. Given a curve l : D -t W, where W 
is a \'eft.or space and D is an open domain in R or C, denote by dimo l 
lhe d1mension of t.he linear subspace spanned on the vectors {l(t)lt E D}. 
F'ollowmg our convention, if W is a complex vector space, dimo l denotes the 
complex dimension of the complex linear subspace spanned on {l(t)lt E D}. 

Le.mma 4 . 

(o) d1mu1 = r(L); 
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{b) dimu 'Y¡ 5' r(L ) and lhere ensts an open and dense subset E C V such 
lhat for eveiy E E E, dimu 'Y¡= r(L); 

(e) tfl ¡, ... ,t,cq E U, l ; i t, (i i j ), lhen -y(t1), . •. ,-y(t,ci ¡) are linearly 
m dependent. 

Proof of Lemma 4. Consider t.he case when \/ is a real vector space and t.he 
parameter t is real, t E U e R , Un Spect (L) i 0. The case of complex 
vector space is considcrcd similarly. It follows from t.he non-d generacy 
of the met.ric s that di mu 'Y = d imu i and dimu /( = dimu ..Y, 1 where 

i(t) ~ det.( [, - tl )([, - n )- 1 and tdt) ~ det([, - tl)([, - n )-1E. lt 
is dear lhat. t(I) = [,,,._1t"'- 1 + ... + i o, L, E End (V), L,,._1 = (-t)"'-11. 

sing the non-dcgencracy of the Vandcrmonde determinant wc obt.ain thal 
dim, i = rk([,,,, _, , .. . , l o) ancl dimuti = rk([,m- 1E, ... , i oEJ. Denote by 
1 ·e the complcxifi rntion of V . Let [,e , [,f E End(Ve) be t.hc complcxifi
rnllons of thc real opcrnt.ors [, and [,• (k =O . ... , m - 1). Denote by ro 1hc 

number ro~ Te~f rk{Lm- 1{1 ... 1 lo{}. 

Le m m a 5. 

(1) rk{Lm-1, .. ., [,o) = rke{L~_ 1 , .. ., Lfl; 

(11) ro= max¡evcrke{L~_1E, .. . , L~E} ; 

(111) tliere exists an open dense subset E e 1 · such lhat for even; E E E, 
ro= rk{Lm- 1E, ... , LoEJ . 

Proof of l emma 5. ILem (i) of the lcmma is obvious. Let us prove (iii). 
Taking a basis in V , denote by (E1, ... , Em) t he coordinatcs of th v tors 
of V. Consider tho m x m matrix T formed of the coordinates of the 
vectors Lm- 1{ 1 ... , L0{ . T hc elemcnts of this matrix are linear polynomials 
of the variables {1 1 ... , {m· I t is clear LhaL Lhere exists a non-zero rninor 

T.., E R ''IE" .. ,E,,.] of the matrix T. The set E d,lf {E E VIT,,(E) i O) 
satisfies thc statement of item (iii ). T he assmuption Lhat the variables 
{ 1 • . • .,~m tak · complex values doesn't change the rank of thc matrix T . 
This provcs itern (ii). Lcmma 5 is proved. 

Consider the c11rves t e(,\) d,lf (le- ,\1)-1 and tf(,\) d,lf d t(le- ,\1)-'E. 
where ,\ E e \ Spcct (l) , E E ve, and 1 denotes 1he identi1.y op rator in 
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ve. As nbove, using the R0n-clegeReracy of the Vanclerm0Rcle determiHal'lt, 
weobtain l•hatdime1spoct(LJie = rkc{L:;;_, , ... ,Lfl amcl dime\Sp"'(LJi? = 
rkc{L~_ 1{, •.• , L~(). Lemma 5 shows that dimu ¡ = clome\Spoot(L) -ye ""ª 
ro = mn.."<cevc dlmc\Spoct.(L) i'f Without loss of general'ity we can sup.19ose 
thnt Lhe operat.or Le is given irn a Jor.dan's basis. Usim.g the ex;pl1iciit forrn 
of Le. it is not. hard to see that 

dim -ye= r(L) 
C\Spcct(L) 

max dim -ye= r (L) . 
( E Ve C\Spect(L) ( 

The fir.;t equali ty proves item (a) . The second one shows tfu&t r0 = r(L). 
Appl); ng Lemma 5(i-ii) we prove (b). To prove itero (e) remairk tliat insteacl 
of thecmves 1·(t1), •.. , ¡(1.,¡L)) it is sufficient to prove the 1inear independence 
ovcr C of t.he curves -yc(t1) , ... , -yc (l,¡L¡), where the operator Le is given in 
n Jordan's basis. Usiug the si•mple form of these curves we prove iotem (e). 
Lcmmn 4 is preved. 

Lel us return to tl1e proof of Theorem l. Suppose· th8't g &'1d g &re 
rzy.projective metrics given ON. the connected mavüfofol M m. Denote by r 

thc rank of the pair g ""ª g, and Jet De Mm be an opeR set with compact 
d05urc in /11/'" . Vv'itho11t loss of generality we can sup:p:i0se that D is con

ncded. Taking r different real mumbers c11 . .. , Cr SHch th1at l·ckl > m 0 , m 0 ~r 
sup,.0 ma.x><Spoct(Al. I l.AI, consider the quadratic forms Bf' <;;! K" (g , g) 
(1 = 1, ... , r). The forros Bf' are well-defined on D. C0'1siderecl as filllc
tions of lhe tangen\ bundle TD, Bf' (i = 1, ... , r) are pairwise colID!luti•Ag 
inlcgrals of Lhe geodesic flow of the metric g (Theorem 3¡. 

Definit ion 7. A point xo E M"' is called stable iff the rank r(g,g)(x) of 
lht patr o/ PQ'-projective melrics g and g is equal to some cons·tanl q in 
an open neighborhood o/ the poinl xo. We say lhat x0 is a stable point of 
rnnk q. 

Definit ion 8. A point xo E M"' is called singular iff it is not sta"ble. 

Denote 1he set. of st.able points by M (g,g) RRcl t.fue set. of singH'!ar point.s by 
S(g.g). 
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Lemma 6. The set of stable points M (g,g) is open and deiise m M"' . 

Proof of l emma 6. The set, M (g,g) is open by its clefinition. 11. fo llows 
írom Lenuna 4 l.hat. for every x E A/m t)iere exi.sls an open neighbo1·hood 
U(x) such lh.al, ify E U(x) l.hw r(g,g)(y);::: r(g,g)(x). lndcecl , taking p = 
r(g,g)(x) differenl, r ·al numbers t1, ... ,tp, (-t,) '/e SpO<'t( Aj,), we ee (i lem 
(e), Lemma 4) t.hal. the forms I<,, ¡,, ... , 1(,,1, E Symm(T; M"' @T; M"') Rre 
linearly ind penden!,. T here exists an open ncighborhood U(x) sud1 1.hal 
iJ y E U(x) 1.hen ](1., l., ... , I<.,I, are linearly independent. Finally, applying 
item (a) oí Lcmnm 4 we obtain t hat r(g,g)(y) 2:: r(g ,g)(x). 

Therefore, if .7:0 is a singular pomt., then every open neighborhood of xo 
contam a poml. y such that r(g,g)(y) > r(g,g)(xo). 

Let us provc Lhat t,he set. of stable poi nt.S .Atf(g,g) is dense in Nl "'. Sup
posc that ther - cxist,s an open set Y C Al '" thal ronsists of singular poi111 s. 
Take a point. y1 E Y , r(g 1 g)(y1) = r 1. The point y1 is sing11lar 1 and t.hcrl:'
fore there exisls a poinl, y2 E l ' surh lhal r(g.g)(y,) = r2 > r1. Applying 
this argument. scvcra.l times wc find a (singular!) point. y1 E Y of maximnl 
rank m. From anot.hcr sidc, t.he poinls of ma..xima1 rank111 are s t.able. This 
rontradict ion preves Lemma 6. 

Lemma 7. l et xo be a stable ¡¡omt of rank q ~ r, x0 E D. Titen !Itere 
exists an open neighborhood U(x0 ) C D such that: 

{a) lhe quadratic in velocities fu.nctions Bf({) , ... , B/;'(0 are functionally 
mdependent 011 TU(x0 ). Fa1· every fi:r.ed x E U(x0) IJ1e set of the 
painl.s (E T,M"' where the different1als d¡Bf, ... ,d¡B!;' are linear/y 
mdepen.dent is open and dense m 7"'xA / m; 

(b} if e is a real constant such that (A+ el } is non-degenerate on U(x0 ), 

then there exis t constants a 11 ... 1 aq su ch that 

q 

I<,(g,g)((} = I >•Bf({), {E TU(xo}. 
k= I 

Proof of lemma 7. Lemma 4 (e) shows thaL tite fo rms Bfj,., ... B!;'j,., 
considered as elementsof Symm (T;0 A!f'rn®T;0 ,¡-\1m) , are lin 1rly independ nt.. 
T here exisls an open neighborhood U(x0 ) oí the point x0 such that for very 
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y e U(zo) the forma Bf/,. ... Bf/, are linearly independent and r(g, g)(y) = 
q. llencc. there exist stnooth functions a¡, ... , a, E C00(U(xo) ) such that 

q 

I<o(g,!i)(E) = L ª•(y)Bf(E), 
k=I 

whcrc € E U(xo), y = 7r(E), and" : TMm ~ M"' is the projection on the 

OO.,. ,l/m. Denote by E9 the "energy" integral E9 (E) ~ ~g(E,E) and !et 
( , ), be the Poisson bracket corresponding to the symplectic structure w9 . 

U'mg lhat Bf(E), ... , Bf(E) and I<o(E) are integrals of the geodesic ftow of 
th•· m lrir g, we obt.ain O = {E9 ,l<,)9 = Lk=1{E9 ,a.)9 Bf(E) far every 
{E TU(x0). The linear independence of the forms Bf/., ... , Bf /, far every 
fiml y E U(xo) shows t:hat { E9 , ak) ; O on TU(x0 ), and therefore ª• are 
ron.>UU!IS. llcm (b) of Lcmma 7 is proved. 

Denote by B[:'/1;M"' the restriction of the funct.ion Bf(E) on the fiber 
T,.\Jm ~ TM"'. Taking a point E E T,Mm, we obtain d((B[:'l1;A·tm)(1)) = 
28[ ,({, ry), whcre ry E T,Mm ~ T((T,Ar). lt follows from Lemma 4 (b) 
thar for "' ·ery point. x E U(x0 ) there exists an open and dense in T,Mm 
>nb..·1 !:, e T, M"' such that if E E E, then Bf/,(E,,) , .. . , Bf/,(E, .) E 
r; ,\ tm are linearly independent .. Therefore, the functions Bf(E), ... , Bf (E) 
are íunrtionally independent in TU(x0 ). Lemma 7 is proved. 

Lct us provc that t:hc functions Bf{(), ... , Bf(E) are functionally inde
)l<'lldt1n 111 TD. According to Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, it is sufficient to 
prove that lh stable points in D have rank r. Assume that there exists 
n ·table point Yo E D having rank ro < r. Without loss of generality we 
ran suppooe that. t.he open set D contains a stable point x0 E D of rank 

ume for simplicity that the points x0 and y0 can be connected by 
n gcodes1r linc l ~ 1(t) E D, 1(0) = x0, 1{ !) = yo. Let us take neigh
borhoods U(x0 ) and V(y0 ) of the points x0 and y0 respectively, such that 
th<> ronditions of Lemma 7 are satisfied. We can suppose that the diffe

renl!als d,.Bf , ... ,<lwBf are linearly independent at the point w ~ i'(O) (If 
not, \\ t.oJce w' E Tx0 Mm such that dw'Bf, ... 1 du1Bf are linearly indepen
dcnt Md cxp w' E V(y0 ) (see Lemma 7 (a))). Denote by (1((), (E TMm, 
th• one-param ter fomily of local diffeomorphisms of T Mm corresponding 
lo tite geodesir flow of the metric g. Using the fact. t.hat the functions 
Bf((), .. , Bf(O are integrals of the geodesic ftow of g, we obtain that. the 

dJfferen11als d,Bf>, ... ,d,Bf, v ~ (1{w), are linearly independent.. ¿From 
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another side, Lemma 7 (b) shows that Bf.+1(() = I:~':. 1 a.Bf(() where ( 
lies in TV(y0 ) and °'• are sorne constants. Henre, for very ( E TV(yo), 
d{B~+i = L~~1 o.kd{Bf. Thjs contradktion proves that th stable points 
x E D, that can be connected by a 9eodes1c line ')'(t) lymg in D with anot.her 
stable pomt y E D of rank 1·, are also o/ rank r. By assurnpt.ion O is con
nected. Thereforc, the stable points in D hove rank r. ltcm (a) of Theorem 
1 is proved. lt;em (b) easily follows from Lemma 7 (b). Theorem 1 is proved. 

5 PQH)_projective hermit ian m etric 

Let i\/n be a complex manifold of complex dimension n. Denote by J the 
complex st.rncture of M", (M'" , J) !O!! Al". Considera pair of PQH>. 
projeC'tive hcrmi t,ian metrics s and S (f = - 1 and PQ = - 1). Denote by 
l\,(s, ii) 1 he local family o[ pairwise commuting integrals or t.he geodesir 
Aow of 1 he m t.ric s (Theorem 3). In onr case < = - 1 and wc obtain t.hat 

J«(s, ii) ~ 1 det.(A + cl )l'l's( A + cl )- 1, where A = A(s, s). 
FLxing a cornplcx chart {{z 1

1 ••• 1 z11 ) } consider the hermiLian matrices 

S ~ (soH) and S ~ (ii0 H) related to the rnelrics ds2 = 2s0pdzºdz~ and 
dS2 = 2S0 pdzºdZ11 respectively. As usual, we omit the summation symbol 

in the formulas. Define the operator A ~ Ap 8~ .. ® dz11, where 

Ao d....!.f det 5 n -oG 1 ·1+. P - detS 5 sop, (18) 

and Sº0 Sop = óp. By defütition A is a smooth section of the vector bundle 
Endc(r<1•0> M") , where T(l,O) M" denotes the bundle of the holomorph1c 
tangent vectors to M". Fixing a point x E M", denote by p(s,ii)(x) the 
minima.I polynomial of the operator Al,. 

D efinition 9. The number p(s, ii) d~ ;~:¡:, p(s,ii)(x) IS called hermitian 

rank of the pair of PQHLprojective hermitian metrics. 

T heorem 4. Suvpose that the complex manifold M" IS connected and let 
the hcnmllan rank o/ the poir o/ PQl-•>-pro1ect1ve hcnmllan m etncs s and 
S be. r. Then. thern exisl r henmtaan fomu Bi. ... , 8,. such that: 
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{a) wnsidered as functions of the tangent bundle TM", the q.uadratic 
forms 81 (O, ... , B, (O are functionally independent pairwise commu
tmg rntegrals of the geodesic flow of the metric s; 

{b) for euery fixed real constant e, the integral Ko(s, s)i(~) is well-defined 
a11d 

I<o(s,s)(() = ¿ a,B,((), 
k=I 

u1here O"J.· are some constants. 

The functions B1(f), ... ,B,(~} can be taken in the form B, 
1L'htre Ct are approp1·iately chosen constants. 

K,,(s,s), 

Proof o/ 1'heorem 4. Fixing a complex chart. {(z1, ... z"}} we have s = 

'•J(dzº ® dip + dzP 0 dzº) and s = s0 ¡;(dzº 0 dzP + dzP 0 dzº) , where 

S~ ( .~) and S ~r (80 ¡;) are hermitian matrices. Denot.e by [s] &lil<l [s] the 
Crrunians of the metrics s and S respectively, i.e. 

[s] = [ ~ ~ l 
nnd 

[s] = [ ~ ~] 
lt foil°"" from the definition of the operator A(s,s) (formula (4)) that in 
the fixed oomplex chart we have 

Hcnce, A(s,s) = AJl¡fo- ®dzP +Apj.- ®dzP, where AJl is ~iven by forrnn'ia 
(1 ) Md Ap ooincides with the complex conjugation of Afi (i.e. Afi =.A¡;). 
l\s usual, we identify the operator A with the square m&trix (AíJ} . 

Le.mina 8. The degree o/ the mínima! polynomial o/ the operator A (s , s) 
comcodu u11tl1 U<e degree o/ the minimal polynomial of the operator A(s, .<) . 
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Proof of l emma 8. A simple cal ulation shows Lhat 

A - h = §-1(A - ,\)" S, 

where (.)" denotes the hcrmit.ian ronjugation of n matrix. 1-i cnce, far evcry 
1meger k wc have (A - ~ i )• = §-1¡(A - ,\)'J·.S. Consider the Jordan's 
nonnal form of 1,hc opcrat;or A. The last equalit ies how that t. he Jordan 's 
decomposit.ions corresponding to the cigcnvalues ,;\ and ~ roinddc. F'inally, 
we ronC'ludc t,host.n.t.emcn!, oí t.he lemma from thc form1 1la A(s, S) = A~tf¡® 
dz" + A)l 8~0 ® di~. Lemma 8 is proved. 

ll follows from Lemma 8 t.hat the rank r{s, S) of t,hc pair s and S coincides 
with their hcrmitian rank , i.e. r = r(s 1 S) = p(s 1 S}. 

Let us fix a.n arbitrary real constant c. Denot e by K.c(s, S) t.h hermitian 
mntrix of t.hc form Kc(l'i, S). A sim ple ralrulation !'hows t.hat. 

det (A + cl )S(.A + c1¡-1 

:z;,_1(s,s)c"-' + .. +I0(s,s). 

The last form ula is valid in evrry fixed complex drnrt. Thcrdorc\ t.hcre 
ex..ist well-defincd on !.he whole /l/" hermitian for ms ln_ 1, ... , / 0 s11th 1 hat 
l« = /,. _,e"- '+ ... + fo. Denote by / 0 _ 1((), .. ., 10({) t.he corresponding 
smooth fo11d.ions of t,he tang nt. bundle T/l/n . We obviously havc 

(19) 

where 11 E C 00(TM "). Denote by I(s,s) the vector space spanned on the 
functions 11 E C00 (TM") (j = O, .. .,n - 1). Take a basis 8 1({), .. ., B,•(() 
of the linear space I(s, s). Let 11s fi x an open set. D C Al" with compact 
closure in M" a nd consider lhe q11adratic forms Bf({), ... , Bf({) given by 
Theorem l. Jtcm (b) of Theorem 1 and form1~a {19) show that. B•lro E 
Span(Bflro, .. ., Bfl'l'D) (k = 1, .. ., r') where Span(8flro, .. ., 8fl'l'D) rl 
notes 1 h veC'l.or space spanned on th restrictions of t.hc fon tions Bf(O 
on TD. ¿, Prom anot.her side, 8f({) "J,f J«, (s. -)({). Using formu la (1 ) 
ngain we obt.ain 1.hat. Bflro E Span( 8 drn . .. 8,/rn) (k = 1, .. ., r). Thern
fore. r = 1·1. Thc funct.ions BP({) , ... , Bf({) ar fnnr t.ionnlly indcpcndcnt 
on TD. Hcncc, 1.h fun ctions 81(() , .. ., 8,(() ar funrtionally indcp nd nt. 
as well. F'inally, rccall t.hat the set D " t.ak n arbitrary. Theorcm 4 ¡5 

proved . 
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Remark 6. In tlie prnsent section we don't use essentially the integrability 
o/ lht complex structure J . Therefore, Theorem 4 stíll holds íf (M2", J) be 
an olmo t complex manifold of real dímensíon 2n. 

ncc1frt 
r thei•' 
at11>1r 6 Examples. Integrable syst ems on cpn 

i)tf,J,¡, 

'"""J,· 
811{) .. 1 
1rith ri:c 

ifl{)I'" 
1J1ai Br 
., n;i,1rr 
dion . .,B; 

for111ula 1 

.,r). 11> 
udrp1J~t 

11dr1"" 
1('0rt'1ll ~ ' 

Tite rum of 1 he present section is to find a family of completely integrable 
"l~•ems on t.hc complex projective space CP" Denote by { (z0 : .. . : zn)} 
thr homogcnrous coordinates of cpn and consider the affine chart en 3 

., :n) ~ (1 : z, : z,,) E CPn In coordinates {(z1, ... ,zn)}, the 
~\1bmi mclrics are given by the formula 

i:: <aldz.12 + ~(( i:: <alzal2)( t <aldza l2) -1 t <aZadzal2) 
dq ~ 2 º ""1 o = l n a=l et=l 

(! + ~ L: <olzal2)2 
o= l 

{20) 
wht'«' n· :f. O ancl 1.he usigns,, e0 = ±1 (o= 1, ... 1 n) a11e fixed. Consider 

lbc bermitinn form Q(E,1/) ·~ fo~o + ~ L::=1 'aEa~0> E. ~ E cn+l. The 

hn>crsurfMe Abs ~ CP" given in homogeneous coordinates by Abs ~r 
{Q(: ) ~ Q(:, i ) ; O} is called absolute of the corresponding Fubini metric. 
The F\1bini metrics are smoothly defined on C P"\ Abs. If K >O and '• = 1 
rhl11 Abs == 0, aud the corresponding Fubini metric is a smooth Riemannian 
mt' nr on CP". T he F'ubini metrics are usually considered only on the 

"' F ~ {Q(z) > O} e CP". Nevertheless, it will be more convenient 
for n: l-0 think of t.he P11bini metrics as metrics defined on the whole CPn 
and ha"mg usingnlaril.ics" in Abs. The F\1bini metrics are hermit ian and 
Uw rorre:,ponding henn ilian matrices are 9o{J = (Q1;f - f ((Q~/;;gza) . lt is 
•clJ·known lhat. t.hc Pubini metrics are K.iihJerian metrics. 

Denote by \/ Llic Levi-Civita connect.ion corresponding to the Fubini 
rDt-·lnr g. Thc conncction \J can be extended in a natural way to a con
IK'<'loon 0 11 the romplcxificat.ion of t.he tangent bundle. lt can be easily 
IEaJ that th corresponding Christ.offel symbols are given by the formula 
r;. = -~( ;EqZq + Ó:Epí p) 1 r~ = f'~ , and the ot,her components of the 

Ch11>toffel symbols vanish (scc ll5j,§5, for the case'ª= 1). 
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Lel µL ; cpn - CP11 be a projec11ve transfonnation indurecl by somc 
(romplex)lincar l.ransformation L : c n+l - c n+I giv n in matrix form 
by thc non-d ·g ncral.c complex matrix LE CL.,+1(C ). Denote by g the 
pt~l-back l'i,9· 

Proposition 5. The rnetrics g and g are h-pro1ectwe f(iihlenan m tn.cs. 

Proof of Proposition 5. Let L2 be a complex 2-plane in C"+I. Thc set. of 
complex lines lying in L2 giv a natural embedding of the complcx proje<-
live line CP 1 in CP 11 • We call such embeddings pro1ectwe lmes. Proposition 
5 easily follows from t.he next simple Jemma. 

Lemma 9. A smooth curve -y(l ) E CP" \ Abs is holomorplncally p/anar 
u11h "'pect lo a Ji.xed F'ubim melnr 1ff -y(t) lies m a pro3eclive line. 

Proof of Lemma 9. Consider t he affine rhart {(z1, ..• , z.,) ) ancl s11ppose that 
~(t ) = ('Y1(t), ... ,-y"(t)). Thc rondition 1hat -y(l) is holomorphirally phmnr 
\\1th resp('('f, f.o a fi xC'cl Pubini metric' gis eq111\-alent to t.hc equation 

9 ·o 
- 1'Y (t) = p(t)i'º(t), a= 1, ... , n, 

d 

where p(t) is a smoot,h complcx-valued function of the real param t ·r t and 
'd~º are the components of thc 11holomorphic" part. of thc real vector ~· 
Using the explicit. form of the Christoffel symbols of the F\1bini metric g we 
obtain 

\l"¡º (t) 
dl 

Theref~re, the curve -y(t) is holomorph.ically planar if and only if ~ 
p1(t)!!f,-, whcrc p1(t) is a smooth omplex-valued funct ion of t. This com
pletes the proof of Lcmma 9. 
Finally, Proposit.ion 5 follows from the facl tbnt µL : CP" - CP " maps 
projectivc Jincs to projcct.ive lines. Proposilion 5 is provcd. 

An anal g of Lomma 9 in t.he rase oí posiu,· definit. F\1bini mctrics is 
proved in jl5], §6. 
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Lel ns take L = diag(l,A¡, ... ,An) where Aa are fixeol c0nstants. 1n the 
charl {(z¡, ... , z,,)), t.he induced projective transformation l'L: CP" _. CP" 
JS gil'en by lhe formula (z1, ... , zn) H (-'1z1, . . . , A,.z,,). We h:we 

Q(zJd'.: 'aPaldza l2) - ~ 1 f:: 'aPaiadzal2 

d. 2 = 2 a= l - a=I (21} 
g Q(z)' 

where Pa ~ l-'al' ancl Q(z) '!iif 1 + ~ f:: 'aPalz0 i'· The components of 
o-== I 

thc corresponding hennitian matrix are 9o(J = fº~(:)fJ - 1i (Eo.Po~J}:~ppzp) . 

l.e1 us remark Lhal: tite met.ric g is smoothly define© on CP" \ Abs, where 

;ir~ {Q(z) = O}. 

Lemmn 10. l el B be a non-degenerate symmetric n x n-matrix and a1 b E 
C" are com¡¡lex vectors considered as n x !-matrices. Denote by (.)' tite 

lronspos1twn o/ a matrix and (x, y) '!iif f:: x0 y0 . Then 
o:::::l 

3Jíl[{(f l~ 
ji<1!ll f (11) de1(8 + ab') = (! + (W1a,b))det8 . 

i '''~rir¡• Tho proof of Lemma 10 is straightforward. 

ril ~ ' 
Thi;~ 

Using Lcmma 10 we obt.ain gª¡; = Q(,0p~ 1Ó0p + ~z0ip). Hence, the 
Dpenl!<>r A(g, g) is given by the form~a A(g ,g) = A;J/,;0dzp+Ap~0dip, 

~·hcre A'= .A:J and A:J = [~;~g ¡ :;:¡-¡ §ª 'g,p, G '!iif (.§0 ¡;}, G '!iif (90 ¡;} (see 
5«1.5). Applying Lemma 10 we obtain 

(22} 

Denote by A t:he matrix wit.h elements A:J. Consioler the se<¡>1ence.s of 

henn111an mal.rices { Glll }iez and { (;(1)}1ez defined !Dy t!ie formulas GUJ ~ 

CA' and Gl'I '!iif GA1• Denote by gl11 and _qllJ t.he hermiüan metrics 

dg1'1' '!iif 2g~~dz0dip (23) 
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and 
(2•1) 

where g!J and 9¿1 are Lhc elements of the h rrnitian maLriccs G(I) and c<1> 

respectively. 
Consider t.he opernl:ors P1, Q, E r(Endc(T <' ·º>(CP" \ Abs) )) given in 

coordinat.es by t.hc matrices iA1 and 1A - 1 respect.ively and define t.hc "r 1" 
operators P1 *1 'P1 + 'P1 ancl Q1 ~r Q1 + Qi. The ne.xt theorem follows from 
lhe results proved in Sect.2.4. 

T heore m 5. Por every ft:Xed mteger I E Z the hermil.ian met7-ics g<ll and 
¡¡<1> gwen by fonnulas {23) and (24) are P,Q~- •> -projective hmnitian m -
tncs. 

The sequenre of metrics g<ll and ¡¡(I) (l E Z) given by Theorcm 5 is ralled 
CP" -hterard1.y. 

Let us ronsidcr the one-parnmet r groups of t.ransformat.ions of c p n 
gi"en in coordinat.cs by thc formulas 

T.(</>) : (z1, .. ., z., .. ., z. ) ~ {z1, .. ., ·p(i</>)z., ... , z,, ). 

IL follows from (20) ancl (2 1) Lhat T•(</>) preserve t.he mctrics g and g, and 
therefore t.hcy preserve t.he whole CP" -h.i rarchy. Denote by Tk t.he corres
ponding l<illing symrnetries, 

(25) 

Consider thc "complex11 impulses Pk ~ 4(p:r:,. - ip11,.) and Pk ~r 4(Pz. + 
tp'll.) (k = 11 ... 1 n)1 whcre Pz,. and p'll• are the impuJses corrcsponding to th 
charL {(x1,y1, .. .,:c,,, y,,) ), '• ~ x, + iY•· ThecharL ((p1, .. .,p,. ;z,, .. .,z,,)} 
is a oomplex chart of r·CP'1 . Thc canonical symplectic s1ruct,11rc w on 
T ·CP11 is given by thc formula w = ¿:;==t dp1: /\ dzi. + ,L;. 1 d'fii. A di k· 

T heore m 6. Por eve1-y fixed mteg r· / E Z the f unctiorl!J z;,'~ , (p),. . .,zj'>(p) 
g1 uen by U1.e expansion 

!Cl'>(p) 'lg/ det(A +el ) ({A 

z!,'~ , (p)c"- ' + 
cl)-'A'C- 'p,p) 

z1i'l(p), (26) 
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""'"' p ~{pi. ... , p,,), ¡; ~ (¡;1, ... , ¡;,,) and {X, Y)~ I;~=I X,Y., are in in
rolulran w1tJ1 respecl to the canonical symplectic structure w on the cotannent 
bundlt T 'CP". 1/ Po f pp (a f /3) then the functions I~~ 1 (p), ... ,1/, (p) 
arr Juncl1011ally mdependent on T'(CP" \ Abs). Adding to the functions 

t,,n 1(p), ., zj'l(p} the Noether integrals T,(p) ~ i(z,p,-z,p,) (k = 1, ... , n) 
ronnpondmg to the J(il/ing symmetries (25), we obtain a complete system 
o/ fanct1onalty mdependent functions in involutions on T'(CP" \ Abs). 

Proa/ o/ Thcorem 6. 11. follows from formula (22} that A3(0} = p¡j16$. 
ll•'llrl', 1f Po f pp (o f (J) then the hermitian rank of the pair gUl and i/'l 

n. F111nlly, t he si nLcment. of the theorem follows from Theorem 4, Sect.5, 
pphcd to thc pair gl-•J and ¡¡H> from the CP-hierarchy. Theorem 6 is 

Jlf0\'"1 

Corollary 2. Provided Po f pp (a f /3) , the geodesic flows o f the metrics 
1f and ¡¡(I) from the CP" -hierarchy are complete/y integrable. 

R mark 7 Taking l = O and '• = 1, we obtain a complete /ami/y o/ pair
""'' commutmg integrals o/ the geodesic flow o/ the staruiard Fubini metric 
on P" (see /12, 13/). Ou1· theorem gives an infinite family of metrics on 
CP' JLi fh complete/y integrable geodesic flows. 
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